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RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO POLARIZATION OBSERVABLESIN THE ELASTIC ELECTRON�DEUTERON SCATTERINGIN HADRONIC VARIABLESG. I. Gakh, N. P. Merenkov *National Siene Centre �Kharkov Institute of Physis and Tehnology�61108, Kharkov, UkraineSubmitted 17 November 2003The model-independent QED radiative orretions to polarization observables in the elasti sattering of theunpolarized and longitudinally polarized eletron beam by the deuteron target are alulated. Two experimentalsetups are onsidered: the deuteron target is arbitrarily polarized or the vetor and/or tensor polarization of thereoil deuteron is measured. The alulations are based on taking all essential Feynman diagrams into aountand on using the ovariant parameterization of the deuteron polarization state. The radiative orretions arealulated for the hadroni variables using invariant integration of the leptoni tensor. Numerial estimates ofthe radiative orretions to the polarization observables are made for various values of the kinematial variables.PACS: 12.20.-m, 13.40.-f, 13.60.-Hb, 13.88.+e1. INTRODUCTIONReent progress in eletron-sattering experimentshas allowed measuring various polarization observablesin the region of the momentum transfers where they anhelp to disriminate between di�erent theoretial pre-ditions. Muh of this progress has been made possibleby the modern high-energy eletron aelerators withhigh duty yle suh as MAMI or JLAB and the devel-opment of polarized soures, targets, and polarimeters.The eletron sattering by few-body systems hasshown that two-body terms of the nulear eletromag-neti operators give important ontributions to the ob-servables.The deuteron, the only bound two-nuleon system,is one of the fundamental systems of nulear physis.Aordingly, many studies, both experimental and the-oretial, have been devoted to it. Of partiular interesttoday is the degree to whih the deuteron an be un-derstood as a system of two nuleons interating viathe known nuleon�nuleon interation.When addressing the eletromagneti properties ofthe deuteron more spei�ally, the orresponding ques-tion onerns the ability to predit the three deuteronform fators starting from the alulated deuteron wave*E-mail: merenkov�kipt.kharkov.ua

funtion and the nuleon form fators known from theeletron�nuleon sattering. At low momentum trans-fers, preditions and data agree quite well when onlyone-body terms are taken into aount; at higher mo-mentum transfers, two-body ontributions are knownto be important. Whether quark degrees of freedom doneed to be allowed for is still a matter of debate. Anup-to-date status of the experimental and theoretialresearh of the deuteron an be found in reviews [1℄.The deuteron eletromagneti form fators are mostoften studied in order to hek our understanding of thetwo-nuleon system. In parallel, however, the deuteronform fators are also exploited to obtain a better han-dle on the neutron form fators. In the past, muhof our knowledge on the neutron harge form fatorGEn(q2) ame from preision studies of the deuteronstruture funtion A(q2) (see Eq. (16) for the de�ni-tion). Only very reently, experiments involving bothpolarized eletrons and polarized target/reoil nuleihave allowed aessing GEn via other observables. Atlarge q2, however, GEn is still largely unknown, whihrepresents a serious handiap for the quantitative un-derstanding of the deuteron harge form fators.Elasti eletron�deuteron sattering has been inves-tigated in many experiments, and the ross setion datatoday over a large range of momentum transfers (see982



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :review [2℄). Some of these data are obviously not verypreise, other data, mainly more reent, have reahedauraies down to the 1% level. During the last years,it has inreasingly beome possible to measure not onlyross setions, but also spin observables. The knowl-edge of these spin observables is imperative if one wantsto separate the ontributions of the di�erent form fa-tors to the A(q2) struture funtion. On the side of ex-periment, good progress has been made. In partiular,we now have a reasonably omplete set of polarizationdata for eletron�deuteron sattering that allows us toseparate the deuteron harge and quadrupole form fa-tors.Two tehniques are basially available to measuresuh spin observables.1) At storage rings, one an use polarized, internaldeuteron gas targets from an atomi beam soure [3℄.The high intensity of the irulating eletron beam al-lows one to ahieve aeptable luminosities despite thevery low thikness of the gas target.2) At failities with external beams, one an usepolarimeters to measure the polarization of the reoildeuterons. High beam intensities are a prerequisite be-ause the polarization measurement, whih requires aseond reation of the deuteron, involves a loss of a feworders of magnitude in ount rate.Current experiments at modern aeleratorsreahed a new level of preision; this requires a newapproah to data analysis and inlusion of all possiblesystemati unertainties. An important soure ofsuh unertainties is the eletromagneti radiativee�ets aused by physial proesses that our inhigher orders of the perturbation theory with respetto the eletromagneti interation. Previously, wealulated the radiative orretions to the polarizationobservables in deep inelasti sattering (due to thetensor-polarized deuteron target) [4℄ and in semi-inlusive deep inelasti sattering (due to the vetorpolarization of the target or/and outgoing hadron) [5℄.In present paper, we alulate the model-indepen-dent O(�) QED orretions to the polarization observ-ables in the sattering of the unpolarized or longitudi-nally polarized eletron beam o� the vetor- or tensor-polarized deuteron target (or prodution of the arbi-trarily polarized �nal deuteron),e�(k1) +D(p1)! e�(k2) +D(p2): (1)The experimental setups also allow measuring the ten-sor polarization observables at sattering o� the po-larized deuteron target as well as by determination ofthe reoil deuteron polarizations. Di�erent aspets of

respetive approahes [6℄ in JLAB were disussed re-ently in Ref. [7℄.For the polarized target experiments, the satteredeletron is usually deteted, although the measurementof the reoil deuteron is also possible. In the �rstase, the leptoni variables, and in the seond ase,the hadroni ones are used to alulate the radiativeorretions. In the leptoni variables, the virtuality ofthe heavy intermediate photon is not �xed due to thepossibility to radiate a photon by the initial or sat-tered eletron. As a result, the orresponding radiativeorretion involves some integrals with deuteron formfators over the intermediate photon mass, whih an-not be omputed in a model-independent way (with-out knowing the form fators). Contrarily, in hadronvariables, the heavy photon mass is �xed, and the re-spetive radiative orretion aused by eletromagnetie�ets in the lepton part of the interation an be al-ulated, in priniple, in a model-independent way inany order of the perturbation theory.The measurement of the reoil-deuteron polariza-tion requires the analysis of the seond sattering,whih in turn suggests knowledge of the reoil-deute-ron 3-momentum. Therefore, alulation of the radia-tive orretion in this experimental setup requires usingthe hadroni variables, whih we onsider in this work.Our approah is based on the ovariant parameteriza-tion of the polarization state of the deuteron target orreoil deuteron in terms of the 4-momenta of the par-tiles in proess (1), used �rst in [8�10℄ and reentlyin [4, 5℄. In addition, we use invariant integration ofthe leptoni tensor to alulate the ontribution to theradiative orretion aused by the hard-photon radia-tion. Derived this way, the �rst-order QED orretionis generalized by exponentiation of the most singularterms in the limiting ase where the real photon en-ergy is small. Our analytial �nal results are simpleenough and have a physially transparent form.2. BORN APPROXIMATIONDi�erent polarization observables in the eletron�deuteron elasti sattering have been studied in [11�16℄and other papers, where the results were expressed interms of the deuteron eletromagneti form fators.Here, we reprodue most of these results using themethod of ovariant parameterization of the deuteronpolarization state in terms of the partile 4-momentaand demonstrate the advantage of this approah.We �rst onsider the sattering o� the polarizeddeuteron target. In the one-photon exhange approx-983



G. I. Gakh, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004imation, we de�ne the ross setion of proess (1)in terms of the ontration of the leptoni L�� andhadroni H�� tensors (we neglet the eletron masswherever possible),d� = �22V q4LB��H�� d3k2"2 d3p2E2 Æ(k1+p1�k2�p2); (2)where V = 2k1p1, "2 and E2 are the respetive energiesof the sattered eletron and the reoil deuteron, andq = k1 � k2 = p2 � p1 is the 4-momentum of the heavyvirtual photon that probes the deuteron. For a longi-tudinally polarized eletron beam, the leptoni tensorin the Born approximation is given byLB�� = q2g��+2(k1�k2�+k2�k1�)+2i�(��qk1);(��ab) = "����a�b�; (3)where � is the degree of the beam polarization (in whatfollows, we assume that the eletron beam is ompletelypolarized, and onsequently � = 1).The hadroni tensor an be expressed via thedeuteron eletromagneti urrent J� desribing thetransition �d! d asH�� = J�J�� : (4)Beause the deuteron is a spin-one nuleus, its ele-tromagneti urrent is ompletely desribed by threeform fators. Assuming the P - and C-invariane of thehadron eletromagneti interation, we an write thisurrent as [17℄J� = (p1 + p2)� �� ��G1U1U�2 + G3M2 �U1qU�2 q � q22 U1U�2��++G2(U1�U�2 q � U�2�U1q); (5)where U1�(U2�) is the wave funtion of the initial(reoil) deuteron, M is the deuteron mass, and Gi(i = 1; 2; 3) are the deuteron eletromagneti form fa-tors. Due to the urrent hermitiity, the form fatorsGi(q2) are real funtions in the region of spae-like mo-mentum transfer. They an be related to the standarddeuteron form fators, GC (the harge monopole), GM(the magneti dipole), and GQ (the quadrupole), asGM = �G2; GQ = G1 +G2 + 2G3;GC = �6� (G2 �G3) + �1 + �6� �G1;� = �q2V ; � = M2V : (6)

The standard form fators have the normalizationsGC(0) = 1; GM (0) = Mmn�d;GQ(0) = M2Qd; (7)wheremn is the nuleon mass, �d(Qd) is deuteron mag-neti (quadrupole) moment, and their values are�d = 0:857; Qd = 0:2859fm2:In alulating the expression for the hadron tensorH�� in terms of the deuteron eletromagneti form fa-tors, using the expliit form of eletromagneti urrent(5), one has to use the spin-density matrix of the initialand �nal deuteronsU1�U�1� = �13 �g�� � p1�p1�M2 ��� i2M (��Wp1) +Q��;U2�U�2� = ��g�� � p2�p2�M2 � (8)if the deuteron target is polarized and the polarizationof the reoil deuteron is not measured. Here, W� andQ�� are the target-deuteron polarization 4-vetor andthe quadrupole tensor, respetively.Taking Eqs. (4), (5), and (8) into aount, we anwrite the hadroni tensor in the general ase asH�� = H��(0) +H��(V ) +H��(T ); (9)where H��(0) orresponds to the unpolarized ase andH��(V ) (H��(T )) orresponds to the ase of the ve-tor (tensor) polarization of the deuteron target. TheH��(0) term has the formH��(0) = �W1~g�� + W2M2 ~p1�~p1� ;~g�� = g�� � q�q�q2 ; ~p1� = p1� � p1qq2 q�;W1 = �2q23 �1 + �4� �G2M ;W2 = 4M2� �6� G2M +G2C + �218�2G2Q� : (10)In the ase under onsideration, the term H��(V ),responsible for the vetor polarization of the deuterontarget, an be written asH��(V ) = iGM2M h(GM �G)(Wp2)(��qp1)++ 2M2 �1 + �4� �G(��qW )i ;G = 2GC + �6� GQ; (11)984



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :where the 4-vetor of the target deuteron polarizationsatis�es the onditionsW 2 = �1; Wp1 = 0:For the tensor-polarized deuteron target, theH��(T ) term an be written in terms of the eletro-magneti form fators asH��(T ) = � �QG2M ~g�� + �QM2 �� hG2M + 4(1 + �)�1GQ �GC + �3GQ + �GM�i�� ~p1�~p1� � 2�GM (GM + 2GQ)(~p1� eQ� + ~p1� eQ�)�� q2(1 + �)G2M eQ�� ; (12)whereeQ� = Q��q� � q�q2 �Q; eQ�q� = 0;eQ�� = Q�� + q�q�q4 �Q� q�q�q2 Q�� � q�q�q2 Q��;eQ��q� = 0; �Q = Q��q�q�: (13)The target deuteron quadrupole polarization tensorQ�� satis�es the onditionsQ�� = Q��; Q�� = 0; p1�Q�� = 0: (14)Using the de�nitions of ross setion (2) and lep-toni (3) and hadroni (9) tensors, we an easily derivethe expression for the unpolarized di�erential ross se-tion in terms of the invariant variables suitable for thealulation of the radiative orretions,d�unbdQ2 = ��2Q4 (2�V W1 + W2V � [1� �(1 + �)℄);Q2 = �q2 = 2k1k2: (15)In the laboratory system, this expression an be writ-ten in a more familiar form,d�unbd
 = �NS(A(Q2) +B(Q2) tg2 �e2 ); (16)where �e is the eletron sattering angle, �NS is theMott ross setion multiplied by the deuteron reoilfator �1 + 2("1=M) sin2 �e2 ��1 ;and "1 is the eletron beam energy. The two struturefuntions A(Q2) and B(Q2) are quadrati ombinations

of the three eletromagneti form fators desribing thedeuteron struture,A(Q2) = G2C(Q2) + 89�2G2Q(Q2) + 23�G2M (Q2);B(Q2) = 43�(1 + �)G2M (Q2); � = Q24M2 :Before writing similar distributions for the satter-ing of polarized partiles, we note that in this ase,there may exist, in general, an azimuthal orrelationbetween the reation plane and the plane (p2;W) ifthe reoil deuteron is deteted (here, W is 3-vetor ofthe deuteron polarization). But in the Born approx-imation, with the P -invariane of the eletromagnetiinteration taken into aount, suh a orrelation is ab-sent. In what follows, we onsider the situation wherethe vetor W belongs to the reation plane and theorresponding azimuthal angle equals to zero. There-fore, there exist only two independent omponents ofW, whih we all the longitudinal and transverse ones.It is onvenient to use the ovariant parameterizationof the deuteron polarization 4-vetor in terms of the4-momenta of the partiles in the reation. This pa-rameterization is ambiguous and depends on the dire-tions along whih the longitudinal and transverse om-ponents of the deuteron polarization in its rest frameare de�ned.As mentioned above, we have to de�ne the longitu-dinal WL and transverse W T 4-vetors. In our ase,it is natural to hoose the longitudinal diretion in thelaboratory system along the 3-momentum q and thetransverse diretion perpendiular to the longitudinalone in the reation plane. The orresponding 4-vetorsan be written as [5℄W (L)� = 2�q� � �p1�Mp�(4� + �) ;W (T )� = (4� + �)k1� � (1 + 2�)q� � (2� �)p1�pV (4� + �)(1� �� ��) : (17)This leads to simple expressions for the orrespondingpart of the hadroni tensor,HL��(V ) = � iG2M4� (��qp1)p�(4� + �);HT��(V ) = iGMG4 �(4� + �)(��qk1)�� (2� �)(��qp1)�s (4� + �)�(1� �� ��) : (18)The polarization-dependent parts of the ross se-985



G. I. Gakh, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004tion, due to the vetor polarization of the deuteron tar-get, are given byd�LbdQ2 = ��24�V 2 2� �� p�(4� + �)G2M ; (19)d�TbdQ2 = ��2V Q2r (4� + �)(1� �� ��)� GMG; (20)where we assumed that � in Eq. (3) is equal to one andthe deuteron-target polarization degree (longitudinal ortransverse) is 100 perent.In the laboratory system, these parts of the rosssetion an be written asd�LbdQ2 = �"22 ��NSs(1 + �)�1 + � sin2 �e2 ��� tg �e2 se �e2 G2M ; (21)d�TbdQ2 == 2 �"22�NS tg �e2 p�(1 + �)GM �GC + �3GQ� ; (22)where "2 is the sattered eletron energy.It is worth noting that the ratio of the longitudinalpolarization asymmetry AL = d�Lb =d�b to the trans-verse one, AT = d�Tb =d�b,ALAT = 2� �4 r ��(1� �� ��) GMG (23)is expressed in terms of the deuteron form fators GMand G in the same way as the orresponding ratioin the ase of elasti eletron�proton sattering is ex-pressed via the proton eletromagneti form fatorsGMp and GEp [17, 18℄. This is a diret onsequene ofthe relation between the proton Hp��(V ) and deuteronH��(V ) hadroni tensors, whih depend on the protonand deuteron vetor polarization, respetively,H��(V )(GM ; G) == �4� + �8� Hp��(V )(GMp; GEp): (24)We now onsider the tensor-polarized deuteron tar-get. For ompleteness, we introdue the 4-vetorW (N)� = 2"����p1�k1�k2�VpV �(1� �� ��) ; (25)

whih is orthogonal to the reation plane. It anthen be veri�ed that the set of the 4-vetros W (I)� ,I = L; T;N , satis�es the onditionsW (�)� W (�)� = �Æ��; W (�)� p1� = 0; �; � = L; T;N:If one more 4-vetorW (0)� = p1�=M is added to theset of the 4-vetors de�ned by the Eqs. (17) and (25),we obtain the omplete set of orthogonal 4-vetors withthe propertiesW (m)� W (m)� = g�� ; W (m)� W (n)� = gmn;m; n = 0; L; T;N: (26)This allows us to express the deuteron quadrupole po-larization tensor in the general ase asQ�� = W (m)� W (n)� Rmn �W (�)� W (�)� R�� ;R�� = R��; R�� = 0; (27)beause the omponents R00, R0�, and R�0 are iden-tially equal to zero due to the ondition Q��p1� = 0:The quantities R�� are in fat the degrees of the ten-sor polarization of the deuteron target. In the Bornapproximation, the omponents RNL and RNT do notontribute and expansion (27) an be rewritten in thestandard formQ�� = �W (L)� W (L)� � 12W (T )� W (T )� �RLL ++ 12W (T )� W (T )� �RTT �RNN�++ �W (L)� W (T )� +W (T )� W (L)� �RLT ; (28)where we took into aount thatRLL +RTT +RNN = 0:The part of the ross setion that depends on thetensor polarization of the deuteron target an be writ-ten asd�QbdQ2 = d�LLbdQ2 RLL + d�TTbdQ2 (RTT �RNN ) ++ d�LTbdQ2 RLT ; (29)whered�LLbdQ2 = ��2Q4 2(1� �� ��)����8GCGQ+83�G2Q+2�2�+2��+�22(1�����) G2M� ; (30)986



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :d�TTbdQ2 = ��2Q4 2�(1� �� ��)G2M ; (31)d�LTbdQ2 = ���2Q4 4�(2��)r�(1�����)� GQGM : (32)In the laboratory frame, this part of the ross setionan be written asd�QbdQ2 = �"22 ���NS [SLLRLL+STT (RTT�RNN )+SLTRLT ℄; (33)whereSLL = 12 �8�GCGQ + 83�2G2Q++ � �1 + 2(1 + �) tg2 �e2 �G2M� ; (34)STT = 12�G2M ; (35)SLT = �4�r� + �2 sin2 �e2 se �e2 GQGM : (36)If the longitudinal diretion is determined by thereoil deuteron 3-momentum, relations (18) and (21)are not a�eted by hard photon radiation in the leptonpart of the interation (this orresponds to the use ofthe so-alled hadroni variables, see below) beauseq = p2 � p1:But when this diretion is reonstruted using the3-momentum of the sattered eletron (lepton vari-ables), these relations break down beauseq 6= k1 � k2in this ase. This means that in the leptoni variables,parameterization (17) is unstable and radiation of ahard photon by the eletron leads to a mixture of thelongitudinal and transverse polarizations.This mixture an be eliminated by taking the longi-tudinal diretion along the 3-momentum of the initialeletron. The orresponding parameterization of the4-vetor polarizations is [19℄W (l)� = 2�k1� � p1�M ;W (t)� = k2� � (1� �� 2��)k1� � �p1�pV �(1� �� ��) : (37)

The hadroni tensors H l;t�� then have the formH l�� = �i4� + �4� ���G ��2�(��qk1) + 2�(2� �)4� + � (��qp1)�++ GM �(1 + 2�)4� + � (��qp1)�GM ; (38)Ht�� = �ir ��1� �� �� ���G(1 + 2�) �2� �4� (��qp1)� 4� + �4� (��qk1)��� GM 1� �� ��2� (��qp1)�GM : (39)In the ase of sattering o� a polarized target, thetensors HL;T�� and H l;t�� are onneted by the trivial re-lationsHL�� = os �H l�� + sin �Ht�� ;HT�� = � sin �H l�� + os �Ht�� ;os � = �(W (L)W (l)) = �(1 + 2�)p�(4� + �) ;sin � = �(W (L)W (t)) = �2s�(1� �� ��)4� + � : (40)
Using these relations, we an write the polarizati-on-dependent parts of the Born ross setion, whihorrespond to parameterization (37), asd�lbdQ2 = os � d�LbdQ2 � sin �d�TbdQ2 ;d�tbdQ2 = sin � d�LbdQ2 + os �d�TbdQ2 ; (41)where d�Lb =dQ2 and d�Tb =dQ2 are de�ned by Eqs. (19)and (20). Therefore, we an writed�lbdQ2 == ��2V 2 �1+2�4� (2��)GM+2� (1�����)G�GM ; (42)d�tbdQ2 = ��2V Q2r�(1� �� ��)� �� ��12(2� �)GM + (1 + 2�)G�GM : (43)987



G. I. Gakh, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004In the ase of the tensor polarization, the relationsthat are an analogue of Eq. (41) beomed�QbdQ2 = XIJ d�IJbdQ2 ; I; J = L; T; (44)where the partial ross setions d�IJb =dQ2 are de�nedby Eq. (29) as the oe�ients in front of the respetivequantities RLL, RTT �RNN , and RLN , and the entriesof the matrix XIJ areXLL = 14(1 + 3 os 2�)Rll ++ 14(1� os 2�)(Rtt �Rnn) + sin 2�Rlt;XTT = 34(1� os 2�)Rll ++ 14(3 + os 2�)(Rtt �Rnn)� sin 2�Rlt;Xlt = �14 sin 2��3Rll�(Rtt�Rnn)�+os 2�Rlt: (45)
As we an see, the polarization-dependent part of theross setion is now expressed in terms of the new po-larization parameters Rll, Rtt � Rnn, and Rlt de�nedin aordane with the diretions given by Eq. (37),and the oe�ients in front of these quantities in theright-hand side of Eq. (44) determine the orrespondingpartial ross setions d�ijb =dQ2:We now onsider the sattering o� the unpolarizedtarget in the ase where the reoil deuteron polariza-tion is measured. In this ase, we an obtain both thevetor and tensor polarizations of the reoil deuteronusing the results given above. For this, we note thatthe longitudinal and transverse 4-vetors S(L) and S(T ),whih satisfy the relations S2 = �1 and (Sp2) = 0; areS(L) = 2�q� + �p2�Mp�(4� + �) ; S(T ) = W (T ): (46)The part H��(V ) of the hadroni tensor an bederived from Eq. (11) by the substitution W ! S,p1 $ �p2: This atually means that we have to re-plae (Wp2) in the right side of Eq. (11) with (Sp1):The vetor polarization of the reoil deuteron (longi-tudinal PL or transverse P T ) is de�ned as the ratioof the polarization-dependent part of the ross se-tion to the unpolarized part. Taking into aount that(SLp1) = �(WLp2), we onlude thatPL = �AL; P T = AT ; (47)where AL and AT are the respetive asymmetries forthe sattering o� the 100%-polarized deuteron target.Here, we want to draw the reader's attention tothe fat that determination of GM=G by measurement

of the ratio AL=AT in the sattering o� a polarizeddeuteron target is more attrative than by measuringthe ratio PL=P T in the polarization transfer proessbeause the seond sattering is neessary in the lat-ter ase. This dereases the orresponding event num-ber by about two orders [20℄, essentially inreasing thestatistial error. The problem with the depolarizatione�et that appears in the sattering of a high-intensityeletron beam on the polarized solid target an beavoided using the polarized gas deuteron target [3℄.By analogy, the omponents of the tensor polariza-tion of the reoil deuteron are de�ned by the ratios ofthe orresponding partial ross setions to the unpolar-ized one, eRLL = d�LLbd�unb ; eRLT = d�LTbd�unb ;eRTT � eRNN = d�TTbd�unb : (48)The part H��(T ) of the hadroni tensor an be derivedfrom Eq. (12) by hanging the sign in the term propor-tional to GM (GM+2GQ): Straightforward alulationsusing this updated tensor and parameterization (46)leads to the following results. First, both diagonal par-tial ross setions in the right-hand side of Eq. (48) arethe same as de�ned by Eq. (29) for the sattering o�the polarized target, and seond, the partial ross se-tion d�LTb =dQ2 hanges sign ompared with the rosssetion in Eq. (29).3. RADIATIVE CORRECTIONSThe total radiative orretion an be dividedinto model-independent and model-dependent ontri-butions. The model-independent radiative orretioninludes all QED orretions to the lepton part of theinteration and insertion of the vauum polarizationinto the exhange photon propagator. The model-dependent radiative orretion involves additional ou-plings of the photon with the o�-mass-shell hadron andomes from box-type diagrams, hadroni vertex fun-tions, hadron ontribution to vauum polarization, et.It an be analyzed at the level allowed by the urrentknowledge of the hadroni struture; as a rule, the or-responding ontribution is added to the systemati er-ror.The standard pratie of the data analysis in ep anded satterings is that the model-independent radiativeorretion is taken into aount with the auray al-lowed by theoretial alulations. The reason is thatit gives the main ontribution due to the smallness988



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :of the eletron mass, and an be alulated withoutany additional assumptions. Therefore, the model-in-dependent radiative orretion is alulated theoreti-ally and simply subtrated from the observed quanti-ties or Monte Carlo generators onstruted on the ba-sis of these alulations are implemented into odes ofthe data analysis. In this paper, we alulate only themodel-independent radiative orretion; we bear thisin mind in what follows.There exist two soures of radiative orretionswhen the orretions of the order � are taken into a-ount. The �rst is aused by virtual and soft photonemission that annot a�et the kinematis of proess(1). The seond arises due to the radiation of a hardphoton,e�(k1) +D(p1)! e�(k2) + (k) +D(p2); (49)beause uts on the event seletion used in the urrentexperiments allow photons to be radiated with the ener-gy about 100 MeV and even more [6, 20℄. Suh pho-tons annot be interpreted as �soft� ones. The form ofthe radiative orretion aused by the ontribution dueto the hard photon emission depends strongly on thehoie of variables used to desribe proess (49) [21℄.The hadroni variables were used formerly to om-pute the radiative orretion in the elasti and deep-in-elasti polarized eletron�proton sattering [21, 22℄. Asnoted in Ref. [21℄, the form and value of the radiativeorretion in the hadroni variables di�er essentiallyfrom the radiative orretion alulated in the leptonivariables. We want to point out that the results inRef. [22℄ an be used for the elasti ep sattering andrelations (10) and (22) an be used to alulate theradiative orretion in the elasti unpolarized and po-larized ed sattering in the ase of the deuteron vetorpolarization. Here, we also alulate the radiative or-retion in the ase of the deuteron tensor polarization,whih is absent in Ref. [22℄ beause the proton has spin1/2. Our goal is to obtain physially transparent for-mulas for the radiatively orreted ross setions, whihare absent in Ref. [22℄, and to generalize them with thehigher orders of the oupling onstant � taken into a-ount by simple exponentiation of the leading ontri-butions.In ontrast to Ref. [22℄, we assume at the very be-ginning that in reation (49), the reoil deuteron is de-teted and the 4-momentumq = p2 � p1 = k1 � k2 � kis �xed. Beause neither the sattered eletron nor thehard photon is deteted, the omplete integration over

the 3-momenta of these undeteted partiles must beperformed.In alulating the radiative orretion using thehadroni variables, it is very onvenient to use themethod of invariant integration. In this method, in-tegration of the leptoni tensor L�� (with the emissionof an additional photon taken into aount) over thevariables of the sattered eletron and the emitted ad-ditional photon is performed before the ontration ofthe leptoni and hadroni tensors. At the beginning,we use the overall 4-dimension Æ-funtion to eliminatethe k2 momentum and then perform analyti integra-tion with respet to the photon 3-momentum in thespeial system wherek1 + p1 � p2 = 0:It is onvenient to introdue the dimensionless hadronivariables x = q22k1q ; y = �2k1qV ; xy = �; (50)whih haraterize inelastiity due to the hard-photonemission in the lepton blok: if the photon is not radi-ated, then x = 1 and y = �: The quantity 1�x atuallyrepresents the energy fration of the ollinear photonradiated by the initial-state eletron. It is easy to verifythis statement beauseq = xk1 � k2; k22 = k21 � 0in this ase.The use of these variables in the framework of ourapproah allows bypassing the ompliation that omesfrom the Gram determinant and appears in the stan-dard method developed in Ref. [23℄ and used later inRefs. [22, 24℄. This gives the possibility to simplify thealulations and write physially transparent expres-sions for both polarized and unpolarized ross setions.Using the above strategy, we start from the follow-ing expression for the ross setion of proess (49) inthe hadroni variables:d� = �2V Q4L��H�� d3p2E2 �4�2 d3k! Æ(k22 �m2): (51)Here, ! is the photon energy and m is the ele-tron mass. The leptoni tensor orresponding to thehard-photon radiation is well known [25, 26℄. It an bewritten as L�� = Lun�� + Lp�� :989



G. I. Gakh, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004Its unpolarized symmetri part isLun�� = 2�(q2�t)2+(q2�s)2st �2m2q2� 1s2+ 1t2����eg�� + 8�q2st � 2m2s2 �ek1�ek1� ++ 8�q2st � 2m2t2 �ek2�ek2� ; (52)and the antisymmetri part, arising due to the longitu-dinal beam polarization, isLp�� = 4i(��q�)�k1� �q2�sst �2m2� 1s2+ 1t2��++ k2� �q2 � tst � 2m2s(q2 � s)t2 �� ; (53)t = �2kk1; s = 2kk2 = �Q2+V y; ea� = a��aqq2 q�:After removing the overall Æ-funtion, it is neessary toalulate the quantityLi�� = Z L�� d3k! Æ(k22 �m2):We alulate it using the method of invariant integra-tion. We �rst onsider the ase of the unpolarized ele-tron beam. With the P -invariane of the eletromag-neti interation and gauge invariane of the quantityLi�� taken into aount, we an represent this quantityin the general form asLiun�� = A~g�� +B~k1�~k1� : (54)The two funtions A and B an be obtained by on-trating the left- and right-hand sides of this equationwith the respetive tensors ~g�� and ~k1�~k1� . As a re-sult, we obtain two equations for the two unknowns Aand B, I1 = 3A� (q2 � s)24q2 B;I2 = (q2 � s)24q2 ��A+ (q2 � s)24q2 B� ; (55)where we introdue the notationI1 = Z Lun�� ~g�� d3k! Æ(k22 �m2);I2 = Z Lun�� ~k1�~k1� d3k! Æ(k22 �m2):Next, we must integrate over the photon phasespae in the integrals I1 and I2. Beause the quan-tity Æ(k22 �m2)d3k=! that enters the integrands in I1

and I2 is Lorentz invariant, we an take any oordinatesystem to do this integration. The most onvenient oneis the oordinate system wherek1 + p1 � p2 = 0:In fat, this is the enter-of-mass system for the radi-ated photon and the sattered eletron, and thereforethe polar (#) and azimuthal (�) angles of the radiatedphoton over the entire phase spae. We therefore haved3k! Æ(k22 �m2) = 1� x4Rx d� d os#;0 < � < 2�;� 1 < os# < 1; Rx = 1� x+ m2Q2 ; (56)where the z axis is hosen along the diretion of theinitial eletron 3-momentum. In writing the quantityRx, we set x = 1 in the oe�ient in front of m2=Q2:The energies of all partiles and the polar angle ofthe initial deuteron in this system an be expressed interms of the invariant variables as! = V y(1� x)2pR ; "1 = V y + 2m22pR ;"2 = V y(1� x) + 2m22pR ; E1 = V (1� �)2pR ;E2 = V (1� y + �)2pR ; os �1 = 2E1"1 � V2jp1jjk1j ;R = V yRx; (57)
where "1 and E1 ("2 and E2) are the respetive energiesof the initial (�nal) eletron and deuteron.The neessary angular integrals are given byZ 1�t = 2RxV y(1� x)L;Z 2��t = 2y �Rx(L� 2) + 1� ��;Z t = �V y(1� x)Rx ;Z 4�2�t = 2V (1� x)y �� �Rx(L� 3) + (1� �)22Rx + 1� �� y�� ;Z 2� = V (1� x)(1� �)Rx ;Z 2m2t2 = 4RxV y(1� x)2 ; � = kp1;

(58)
990



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :where we use the short notation for de�nite integraland the quantity L,Z � 2�Z0 d�2� 1Z�1 d os#; L = ln Q2m2xRx ;and neglet the terms of the order (m2=Q2) wheneverpossible.Calulating the integrals I1 and I2 as desribedabove and solving the system of two equations (55),we obtain that the funtions A and B are given byA = �2�[F p(x;Q2=m2) + 3(1� x)℄;B = 8� x2Q2 [F p(x;Q2=m2) + 3 + x℄;F p(x;Q2=m2) = 1 + x21� x ln Q2m2xRx � 41� x ++ 12Rx � m22Q2R2x + 1 + 4x: (59)The ontration of the unpolarized parts of the lep-toni tensor (integrated over the photon phase spae)and the hadroni tensor for radiative proess (49) isgiven byLiun�� H��(0) = ��3A+ V y24� B�W1 ++ �(1 + �)A+ V (2� y)216� B�W2: (60)To write the respetive ontrations in the polar-ized ase, we have to take into aount that the pa-rameterization of the polarization 4-vetors S(L;T ) inthe radiative proess di�ers somewhat from the Bornexpressions given by Eq. (46) (we here onsider the po-larized reoil deuteron for de�niteness). Formally, theyan be derived by the substitution�! y; k1 ! xk1; � ! �=x; V ! xV (61)in Eq. (46).The ontration of the unpolarized part of the lep-toni tensor (integrated over the photon phase spae)

and the hadroni H��(T ) tensor for radiative proess(49) is given byLiun�� H��(T ) = ��A �Q+ V B �(1� y)24� �Q++ (2�(1� �)� y)Q1 + �(1 + �)Q11��G2M ++ (2� y)V B �2�Q1 � y � 2�(1� y)4� + � �Q�GMGQ ++ �Q2 �4A+ (2� y)24� + � V B�GQG; (62)where Q1 = Q��q�k1� ; Q11 = Q��k1�k1� :Taking into aount the relationd3p2E2 = ��dQ2 dxx2that holds for the reoil-deuteron phase spae, aftersome algebra we derive the following representation forunpolarized ross setion of reation (49):d�unHdQ2 (k1) = �2� 1��Zxm �d�unbdQ2 (xk1)F un(x;Q2=m2)++��2Q4 W2M2 f(x; �; �)� dx; (63)F un(x;Q2=m2) = F p(x;Q2=m2) + 3� 4x;f(x; �; �) = 3(x� �) + �x ��2 � �� :Here, � is the minimum-energy fration of the hardphoton and xm depends on the experimental uts forthe photon energy.For the partial ross setions in the ase of tensorpolarization of the reoil deuteron in radiative proess(49), we obtain the expressionsd�LLHdQ2 (k1) = �3V 2 (1 + �) lnxm(G2M � 2GQG) ++ �2� 1��Zxm d�LLbdQ2 (xk1)F T (x;Q2=m2)dx; (64)d�TTHdQ2 (k1) = �2� 1��Zxm d�TTbdQ2 (xk1)F T (x;Q2=m2)dx;d�LTHdQ2 (k1) = �2� 1��Zxm d�LTbdQ2 (xk1)F T (x;Q2=m2)dx;991



G. I. Gakh, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004where F T (x;Q2=m2) = F p(x;Q2=m2) + 3� x:We now onsider the ase of the longitudinally po-larized eletron beam and alulate the neessary inte-gral, where L�� = Lp�� , using the method of invariantintegration. Taking the P -invariane of the eletromag-neti interation and gauge invariane of the quantityLi�� into aount, we an represent this quantity in thegeneral form as Lip�� = iC(��qk1): (65)The unknown funtion C an be obtained by ontrat-ing the left- and right-hand sides of this equation withthe tensor (��qk1). As a result, we obtain the followingexpression for C:i2(q2 � s)C = Z Lp��(��qk1)d3k! Æ(k22 �m2): (66)Calulating this integral as explained above, we obtainC = 2�xQ2 F p(x;Q2=m2):The ontration of the polarized part of the lep-toni tensor (integrated over the photon phase spae)and the hadroni H��(V ) tensor for radiative proess(49) is given byLip��HL�� = �12(2� y)�V 2Cp�(4� + �)G2M ; (67)Lip��HT�� = �14V 2C[2�(1� y) + y2(�+ 2�)℄��s x(4� + �)�(x � �� y�)GMG: (68)After some algebra, we derive the following repre-sentation for the parts of the ross setion that dependon the vetor polarization of the reoil deuteron:d�L;THdQ2 (k1) == �2� 1��Zxm d�L;TbdQ2 (xk1)F p(x;Q2=m2)dx: (69)The infrared auxiliary parameter � � 1 is relatedto the minimal energy of the hard photon in the ho-sen oordinate system and the lower integration limit is

de�ned by its maximum value that depends on the ex-perimental uts on the event seletion in the experimen-tal measurement of the observables in elasti eletron�deuteron sattering:� = !min"1 ; xm = 1� !max"1 :For example, if the lost invariant mass Mmax (of thesattered eletron and the undeteted additional hardphoton) is allowed,(k1 + p1 � p2)2 �M2max;then xm = Q2Q2 +M2max :On the other hand, the quantity xm annot be arbi-trary (but must of ourse be smaller than unity) even ifno experimental onstraints on the event seletion areused. The restrition on xm follows from the inequalityx2 � x�� �� > 0;whih re�ets the obvious relation�q2 < �q2max = x2V 2xV +M2for radiative proess (49). In any ase, we thereforehave xm > �2 �1 +r1 + 4�� � :We note one interesting point regarding formula(69). It looks very similar to the orresponding resultin the quasireal eletron approximation [27℄ for the de-sription of the ollinear photon radiation (� < �0,�0 � 1) by the longitudinally polarized eletron, whihis suitable for the leptoni variables,d�(k1; k) = �2� Z d�b(xk1)P (x; L0)dx;k = (1� x)k1; (70)P (x; L0) = 1+x21�x L0�2(1�x+x2)1�x ; L0 = ln "21�20m2 ;where d�b is the ross setion of the radiationless pro-ess. It is not surprising that the funtion F p di�ersfrom P in Eq. (70) beause it also has to ontain traesfrom the �nal eletron radiation.Formulas (63), (64), and (69) desribe the distribu-tion over the momentum transfer squared in reation(49) and de�ne the respetive radiative orretion dueto the hard photon emission. To ompute the total ra-diative orretion, we must also add the ontribution992



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004 Radiative orretions to polarization observables : : :due to emission of the virtual photon and the real softphoton (with the energy less than �"1). This ontri-bution is the same for the polarized and unpolarizedsattering, d�S+VdQ2 = d�bdQ2 �2� (ÆV + ÆS): (71)The virtual orretion is standard [28℄,ÆV = 4(LQ � 1) ln �m � L2Q + 3LQ + �23 � 4;LQ = ln Q2m2 ; (72)where � is the �photon mass�, while the soft-photonorretion has some spei�ation in the hadroni vari-ablesÆS = 4(LQ � 1) ln m�� + 2L2Q � 2LQ � �23 + 2: (73)It an be seen that the terms proportional to L2Q donot vanish in the sum ÆV + ÆS (as they do for the lep-toni variables) and the ontribution of the hard photonemission has to be taken into aount to anel them(due to the terms with lnRx=(1 � x) in the funtionsF p, F T , and F un):The observed ross setions, whih take the total ra-diative orretion into aount, do not depend on theauxiliary infrared parameter � and an be written inthe form suitable for numerial integration asd�unQ2 (k1) = d�unbQ2 (k1)�1 + �2� Æ�+ �2� �� 1Zxm �d��unbdQ2 f�1� x + d�unbdQ2 (xk1) eF un++ ��2Q4 W2M2 f(x; �; �)� dx; (74)d�L;TQ2 (k1) = d�L;TbQ2 (k1)�1 + �2� Æ�++ �2� 1Zxm "d��L;TbdQ2 f�1� x + d�L;TbdQ2 (xk1) eF p# dx: (75)The partial ross setions in the ase of the tensor po-

larization of the reoil deuteron are de�ned by the for-mulad�IJQ2 (k1) = d�IJbQ2 (k1)�1 + �2� Æ�++ �2� 1Zxm �d��IJbdQ2 f�1� x + d�IJbdQ2 (xk1) eF T � dx++ �3V 2 (1 + �) lnxm(G2M � 2GQG)ÆILÆJL;I; J = L; T; (76)where d��b = d�b(xk1)� d�b(k1)for both polarized and unpolarized ases andÆ = �32 + 2 ln(1� xm)�LQ �� 72 ln(1� xm)� ln2(1� xm)� 52 � �23 ;f� = 2LQ � 2 ln(1� x)� 72 ;eF p = �(1 + x)LQ � 1 + x21� x lnx++ (1 + x) ln(1� x) + 1 + 4x;eF un = eF p + 3� 4x;eF T = eF p + 3� x: (77)The singularity at x = 1 in the integrands ofEqs. (74)�(76) anels by the orresponding quantityd��b=dQ2: For example, in the simplest unpolarizedase, we haved��unbdQ2 = ��2Q2V 2x2 �� �2(1 + x)W1 � W2� �x+ �(1 + x)�� (1� x):It is well known that the leading logarithmi ontri-butions to the radiative orretion of the order (�LQ)n,n = 1; 2; : : : , are ontrolled by the eletron struturefuntion D(x; LQ),d�leaddQ2 = 1Zxm D(x; LQ) d�bdQ2 (xk1)dx;D(x; LQ) = Æ(1� x) + �LQ2� P1(x) ++ 12��LQ2� �2P2(x) + : : : (78)
3 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 5 993
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Fig. 1. The e�et of the radiative orretion on the unpolarized ross setion and vetor polarizations of the reoil deuteronalulated via Eqs. (74), (75) and Eq. (82) at V = 8 GeV2. The solid urves orrespond to Q2 = 1 GeV2 and the dashedones to Q2 = 3 GeV2. Parameterization I is used for the deuteron eletromagneti form fators [32℄It an be veri�ed that the leading part of the �rst-orderorretion de�ned by Eqs. (74)�(76) an be derived us-ing representation (78) atD(x; LQ) = �LQ2� P1(x);P1(x) = 1 + x21� x �(1� x��)+ Æ(1� x)�2 ln� + 32� :Thus, we an improve our result by insertion of thehigher-order leading ontributions using Eq. (78) andthe known expressions for the funtions Pn(x) [29℄.This improvement results in modi�ation of the quanti-ties Æ, f�, and eF p in the right-hand sides of Eqs. (74)�

(76). For example, to aount for the orrespondingseond-order terms, we must use the substitutionsÆ ! Æ + Æ1; f� ! f� + f�1;eF p ! eF p +  eF p1 ;  = �L2Q2� ; (79)Æ1 = 98 � �23 + 3 ln(1� xm) + 2 ln2(1� xm) ;f�1 = 3 + 4 ln(1� x);eF p1 = �2(1 + x) ln(1� x)� 1 + 3x22(1� x) lnx� 5 + x2 :On the other hand, there exists a simple method ofsummation of the all singularities at x = 1 in the to-994
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�0:00100�0:0020�0:0030�0:0040�0:0060�0:0070Fig. 2. The e�et of the radiative orretion in the ase of tensor polarization of the reoil deuteron. The partial rosssetions in Eq. (83) are alulated using Eq. (76). Kinematial onditions and parameterization of the form fators are thesame as in Fig. 1tal radiative orretion, whih goes beyond the leadinglogarithmi approximation (see, e.g., Ref. [30℄). It on-sists in the use of the exponential form of the eletronstruture funtion and in our ase an be introdued asÆ(1�x)+� � 11�x�(1���x)+Æ(1�x) ln��!! �(1� x)��1�(1 + �) exp���34 � C�� ; (80)where � = �� (LQ � 1);C is the Euler onstant, and �(x) is the Gamma fun-

tion. This proedure leads to a rede�nition of Æ and f�in Eqs. (74)�(76),Æ ! Æexp = 32(LQ� ln(1�xm))� ln2(1�xm)� 52 � �23 ;f� ! fexp� = �32 � 2 ln(1� x);and to the appearane of the additional term1Zxm d�bdQ2 (xk1)�(1� x)��1 exp �� �34 � C���(1 + �) dxthat absorbs the purely Born ross setion and a part995 3*
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ÆLL0�0:0001�0:0002�0:0003�0:0004�0:0005�0:0006 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0Fig. 3. The in�uene of di�erent parameterizations of the deuteron eletromagneti form fators on the radiative orretion.The solid (dashed) urve orresponds to parameterization I (II) [32℄. The kinematial onditions are V = 8 GeV2 andQ2 = 1 GeV2of the radiative orretions. For example, partial rosssetions (76) beomesd�IJQ2 (k1) = 1Zxm �d�IJbdQ2 (xk1) �� ��(1� x)��1�(1 + �) exp h��34 � C�i + �2� eF T�++ �2� d��IJbdQ2 fexp�1� x� dx ++ �2�Æexp d�IJbQ2 (k1) + �3V 2 (1 + �)�� lnxm(G2M � 2GQG)ÆILÆJL: (81)4. NUMERICAL ESTIMATIONSThere are di�erent approahes to the analysis of po-larization observables. If the experimental informationis extrated diretly from the spin-dependent part ofthe ross setion (see Ref. [31℄ for the orrespondingexperimental method), the radiative orretion an belarge due to the ontribution of fatored virtual andsoft orretions. The nonfatored ontribution to theradiative orretion, aused by the hard photon emis-sion, annot be large in elasti sattering beause thephase spae of suh a photon is strongly suppressedby restritions on the event seletion. The e�et ofthe radiative orretion in this ase is demonstrated in

Figs. 1�4 for the ratiosÆu = d�unobsd�unb � 1; ÆL;T = PL;TobsPL;Tb � 1;ÆR = P TobsPLbPLobsP Tb � 1 (82)in the unpolarized ase and for vetor polarization ofthe reoil deuteron, and for the ratiosÆIJ = d�IJobsd�unbd�unobsd�IJb � 1; ÆRQ = d�TTobsd�LTbd�LTobsd�TTb � 1 (83)in the ase of tensor polarization. We note that if theradiative orretion is ignored, all the quantities de�nedby Eqs. (82) and (83) are equal to zero. The quantitiesÆR and ÆRQ are very important physial values beausethey an be used for an independent determination ofthe ratios of form fators suh as GM=G and GM=GQ(see Eqs. (19), (20), (31), (32), and (48)).The observed ross setions in Eqs. (82) and (83)are de�ned by Eqs. (74)�(76) or their exponential mod-i�ation (as in Eq. (81)). We onsider two di�erent pa-rameterizations of the deuteron eletromagneti formfators given in Ref. [32℄ and label them as I and II.As an be seen from Fig. 1, the radiative orre-tions to the unpolarized ross setion depends stronglyon the value xm that is onneted with the energy ofthe hard photon in proess (49). If xm is lose to unity(xm � 1), the total radiative orretion, being nega-tive, an reah 10% and even more. As xm dereases,the total radiative orretion beomes muh smaller.Suh behavior of the radiative orretion has a simple996
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the total radiative orretions in the ase of tensor polarization alulated by Eq. (76) (solid urve)and Eq. (81) (dashed urve) at V = 8 GeV2 and Q2 = 1 GeV2physial interpretation. If xm � 1, the energy of thephoton in proess (49) is su�iently small, and the pos-itive ontribution into the radiative orretion due tothe hard photon emission annot ompensate the fa-tored negative ontribution aused by virtual and softphoton orretions that aompany proess (1). As thehard photon energy inreases, suh ompensation o-urs and the absolute value of the total radiative or-retion dereases. The same behavior is also exhibitedby polarization-dependent parts of the ross setion inthe ase of vetor polarization of the reoil deuteronand by partial ross setions in the ase of tensor po-larization.But the e�et of the radiative orretions is justopposite for the ratios de�ned by Eqs. (82) and (83).At xm � 1, the total radiative orretion is de�ned

mainly by its fatored part, whih is the same for thepolarization-dependent and unpolarized ross setions.Therefore, the radiative orretion in fat anels inthis region for suh ratios. On the ontrary, at smallervalues of xm, the nonfatored part of the radiative or-retion beomes signi�ant and the total radiative or-retion inreases. An unexpeted fat is that the ratiosÆIJ in (83) are approximately one order smaller thanÆL;T in (82).As our alulations show, the sensitivity of the ra-diative orretion to two di�erent parameterizations ofthe deuteron eletromagneti form fators [32℄ at rele-vant values of energies and momentum transfers is pra-tially negligible. In fat, the respetive urves oinidein the entire range of xm (see Fig. 3).The in�uene of the higher-order orretions, al-997
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